
Yujing SAFETY GLASS is created by heating of flat glass to just below the softening
temperature (650 ° c) and the suddenly cooling with jets of cold air. This results in
the outer membranes under powerful pressure tension and the Interior with
serious tensile stress. As a result, the effect will be applied to the glass to be
overcome by the compressive stress on the surfaces to assure the safety of use. It is
ideal for areas with high wind loads and areas where human safety an important
consideration.



 Material  Jinjing float glass
 Sizes  2440 * 3300mm for max, or customized if necessary
 Available thickness  6 mm
 Form  Circle, rectangle, oval, square, or customed.
 Colour glass  Clearly, Extra clear

 Edgeworks  Round edge \\\/pencil edge \\\/C-edge; Flat edge \\\/bevelled
edge, etc.

  Application  further processing, processing of building
 Certificates  CE, CCC, etc.
 Packaging  Seaworthy wooden boxes with iron belt for consolidation

 Delivery  Ships within 25 days after deposit done by Qingdao \\\/Tianjin
Port

Features
1.5 times harder than ordinary float glass, stronger resistance for thermal
breakage than annealed or heat strengthened glass.
2. as soon as the break occurs, the glass disintegrates into small cubical fragments,
which are relatively harmless to the human body.
3. it withstands abrupt temperature change of 220 Celsius.
4. sizes are produced according to customer\'s request. Once tempered, it may not
be cut down.



Benefits
1.10 years experiences on glass and mirror manufacture and export.
2. top quality glass with CE certificate, export to more than 80 countries in the
world.
3. uniquely designed strong wooden cases, solve problems in the breakup.
4. full range of flat glass offer, offer a one-stop shop purchase.
5. professional team of sales, offering personal and dedicated services.



Packaging
Yujing mirror and glass are packed by seaworthy disinfecting wooden boxes with
paper as the Inter layer and iron belt for consolidation. It is suitable for long
distance sea delivery. Specific size of wooden boxes with fumigation are available
according to customers \' requests.

Delivery
Yujing have professional loading team and experienced proficient, which
guarantees the cargo and container sturdy and safe. Products of Yujing can reach
to any port of the world safely and quickly.



Our company
Qingdao Yujing Fanyu Trading Co., Ltd. was established in June 2006, specialized in
production and distribution of products of glass and mirror, is a subsidiary of a
company of the group, mainly in charge of exporting the business based on our own
factories.

Our main products are glass, mirrors and further processing of mirrors:
♥ Mirror series consists of:
1. large silver mirror
2. copper-free and lead-free mirror
3. aluminum mirror
4. tinted mirror etc.
♥ Deep processing mirrors series consists of:
1. Security mirror
2. wall mirror
3. make-up mirror
4. the bathroom mirror
5. furniture mirror etc.
♥ Glass series consists of:
1. Tempered \\\/tempered glass
2. clear float glass
3. extra clear glass
4. window glass
5. tinted float glass
6. pattern glass
7. painted glass etc.
♥ Deep processing fabrication capability includes:
1. CNC (Computerized Numerical Control) cutting
2. edge polishing
3. Bevel
4. hole drill
5. lamination
6. tempering, etc.



With over 10 years experience in production, research and development of glass
and mirror products, approved by ISO 9001, ISO 14001, KS, CCC, SGS, TUV etc.,
Qingdao Yujing Fanyu Trading Co., Ltd has the confidence to deliver the highest
quality products and service to our customers, and become your long term partner.

Certificates
Our products are ISO 9001, ISO 14001, approved by KS, CCC, SGS, TUV and CE etc.
We have worked with many well-known companies and our products have been
exported to more than 80 countries around the world. We have the confidence to go
through a process quality and testing and hope to have a long-term cooperation
with you!

Frequently asked questions
Here you will find the answers to our most frequently asked questions.
1. What is your minimum order quantity?
Our MOQ is 1 * 20GP. Products of different sizes and specifications can be
combined in a container.
2. is your company a manufacturer or trading company?
Our company is a manufacturer of glass and mirror products, and we have our own
factory and advanced production lines to satisfy you.
3. can I get your samples to check quality?
Yes, examples are freely available for your reference, and the supply is pending
payment.
4. can the products be adapted?
Yes, the products can be adjusted according to our processing ability.
5. How long will the delivery take?
It depends on the quantities you desire, while we don\'t bother to hunt down your
schedule will save.



6. can we visit your factory?
Yep! You are welcome to visit our factory at all times.
Contact us
Time and finances are precious, so we believe that high quality product will never
be an extravagance. Whether you are looking for answers, wants to solve a problem,
or just want to let you know how we did, you will find many ways to contact us here.
We will try our best to serve!


